
Coffee



Coffee Is Grown all over the World



Ethiopia is the birthplace of coffee and still produces some of the finest coffee in the world! It 
was discovered there in the 15th Century...and we’re in the 21st Century. so coffee has been 
around for a long time!



Coffee Starts out as a Flower



After a few months it becomes a cherry with two seeds 
inside. Those seeds eventually become Green coffee 
beans!



Once the cherries are ripe they need to be carefully picked by very skilled 
pickers. This is very hard, precise work

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1q0egjCrz9Rg4vqa_RAk45RUhpW8AD6zX/preview


After the cherries are picked they need to be washed

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mNhPUW5aeeeBjzFKbGhZnf_L_0C5DZ9d/preview


Once they’re washed the seeds need to be removed 
from the cherries

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wQGouFrUcR8oTsvQfGT-TBMwdE1E-nTw/preview


Once the seeds are removed, they need to be washed 
again so they don’t go bad



After they are washed, they are laid out on a patio to dry in the sun. 
One person is in charge of constantly turning them over so each side 
gets the same amount of sun



After they are dried, a layer of dry skin around the 
seed called “parchment” is removed. It’s kind of like 
the shell of a sunflower seed



When the parchment is gone, then we are left with 
Green coffee beans!



 the green beans are bagged up and sent to Roasteries around the world 
through Exporters and importers!



Once the coffee arrives at a roastery, the roasters get 
it ready to roast!



The coffee is already good, it’s the Roasters’ job to bring out the sweetness. Just like when someone bakes cookies, they take 
raw sugar and other ingredients and use heat to make the sugars “caramelize”. Coffee roasting is similar: make sweetness 
from the sugars that are already in the green coffee due to how it was grown.



Once the coffee is in the machine for a certain amount of time, the water inside the coffee 
starts to escape and the bean makes a cracking/popping noise. Roasters call that “First crack” 
and it’s the first stage of the coffee getting sweet. It’s kind of like popcorn, only not as loud 
and it smells like Maple syrup on pancakes!



But just because you can smell the cookies getting sweet doesn’t mean it’s 
time for them to come out of the oven. You want to make sure they are as 
sweet as can be, which is the same with roasting coffee. After the “first 
crack” we let the coffee roast a little longer to make sure it’s as sweet and 
delicious as possible.



When the coffee is done roasting, we dump it out of the machine into what’s called a “cooling tray”. That’s where the coffee 
finishes roasting, just like when you put cookies on a cooling rack so the bottoms don’t burn and the natural air stops them 
from baking

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YVTIkYBn3WEm_0x2aAXkudZTAP4VstM4/preview


When the coffee is cool, it gets packaged and sent out to cafes and 
customers  all over the world!



There are lots of different ways to make coffee once 
it’s out in the world



One of the most popular is espresso! But like all things good, it takes a lot 
of work to make. The people who specialize in making it are called 
“Baristas”. 



Because Espresso is so delicious, it’s very hard to make. Baristas spend so 
much time making sure all the elements that go into making espresso are 
just right so it tastes good. 



Baristas not only spend time perfecting how to make the coffee taste good, 
they also consider every other ingredient that might go into 
coffee...especially milk!



But some people find just as much sweetness in a single cup of coffee, and 
brewing something as simple as that can be an art in itself



However people choose to drink their coffee...there’s 
no wrong answer. The wonderful thing about a cup 
of coffee is it represents so many different people 
around the world who worked so hard to make sure it 
tastes as good as it can be!



Producers



Pickers



Importers and Exporters who make sure the coffee safely gets from where 
it’s grown to where it’s roasted



Roasters



Baristas and Brewers



ANd ultimately...Whoever sits down to Enjoy the coffee ends the last part of its journey with 
their first sip



A cup of coffee is a beautiful thing because it unites so many different 
people from so many different cultures who share one common goal...a 
delicious cup of coffee.



So...When the grown-ups in your house take an extra 
few minutes to get their coffee ready while making 
everyone breakfast...just smile and Remember they 
are completing the final step of a long journey that 
is a cup of coffee….



...and if you’re lucky, they might even give you a sip!



thank you for watching! Sometimes there are a lot of 
scary things in the world but the same way we get a 
great cup of coffee is the same way we make the world 
a lot less scary...by working together, with everyone. 
You, Me, and everyone around us, we have a lot to 
look forward to because of that!    


